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A Note On The Text 
The author recently visited the dentist and shortly afterward started to write a paragraph about 
the decline of online music services, triggered by an article from the webzine Tech-Crunch, that 
hints at the imminent collapse of Soundcloud (which is being hotly debated right now 
15/08/2017). Possibly due to the dental medication, the author went way off topic, resulting in a 
technophobic paranoid dystopian nightmare, or a black comedy rant. Take my feedback from an 
imaginary post digital daydream with just a pinch of salt. 
 
"Whatever happens to musicians happens to us all--Bruce Sterling 
 

Infosphere Snatchers 
 
News about shifting tectonic plates over at Soundcloud HQ, remind me of what Bruce Sterling 
has been going on about for years now. That shitty end of the stick that musicians (and other 
artists) have been dealt since the music industry imploded and emerged utterly transformed by 
superior  hyper-networked intelligence. An unrecognizable beast, totally disrupted by the new 
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digital network, and cheap portable devices. Eventually, this terrible beauty will catch up to all of 
us. 
 

Pickings At Twilight 
 
Eventually, all of the other digitally networked services you love so much, and may have come 
to rely on, and maybe built a business model upon, will be consumed, or subsumed by the 
gnashing teeth and insatiable appetite of the great beast: appama-zoogle-softbook, and its 
suckers/backers. There will be many alternatives, and then less of them, and so on until the 
mechanical lions and drone vultures encircle above. Calculating with big data weapons and little 
tricks picked up from political military interventionists, helping them to hunt down what's best for 
the pickings at twilight.  
 

The User And The Used 
 
I know a lot of good hard working talented folk affected by the disruption at soundcloud, due to 
sacking of 40% of their staff, and the upcoming ‘shut down’ 'sell off' or 'sell out'. The new 
partners, who may or may not hold the same 'open free shared' outlook it currently does. The 
sad, most regrettable part is to me, that mostly independent artists lose out from these shifts in 
the soundcloud weather. And, by coincidence, most of the other, once independent music 
platforms, are folding and jumping ship to the the safety of a merger. With little care for policy 
changes and redefinitions of what music streaming, music distribution, and ADVERTISING is. 
Profits come before services. We are alike early Jazz and Blues musicians, underpaid, hounded 
by the authorities, dismissed as weird, under acknowledged, exploited by executives and 
drowned out by bigger, mainstream musical forces, tricked out of owning and profiting from our 
own recordings (our own digital footprint). Go re-read the small print. You are a product of your 
social network, used, not a user. So, write back.   
 

Soundcloud Smoke And Mirrors 
 
For example, musicians/bands/DJs and creative audio artists who have spent millions of hours 
collectively building up, and adding to, the Soundcloud (a great big jukebox in the sky) may be 
served a notice at some point, demanding they take down material that infringes on new policy 
change, or, maybe be straight up--shut down. Boom! And it's not so much the question of if, but 
when that great Soundcloud in the sky, and it's invisible directives, and owners and investors 
and strategic board of directors and lawyers, decide to change, or to modify their operating 
principles. When they decide to monetize for example, or interface with a gazillion other 
networked services, leading up to the big beasties. Soon that great Jukebox in the sky can 
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seem more like a heavily locked vault hidden beneath a heavily guarded mountain. To get into 
that vault you need an array of proof of identity, soon DNA records, iris scans, all criminal 
records, all past posts, download history, IP addresses and, naturally details of what you had for 
breakfast. Meanwhile, the top selling artists from the major labels waltz around in digital 
carriages, enjoying massive digital sales, and buying up all the AD space. Money talks and 
bullshit walks, drunken on a coke come down.   
 

Appamazooglesoftbook (appama-zoogle-softbook) 
 
I kid you not, when the grocery cupboard and the petrol station and the hospitals become 
entrenched in a similar vault-like access policy, coupled with a super smart, integrated 
networked system, of monstrous reach and accuracy, it will indeed be the case that you might 
find yourself in the situation many musicians find themselves in today. Fucked. Or better yet, 
found themselves a decade ago, or even further back to before the disruption started to their 
livelihood, and following the exponential curve up to the present day. Here, now, where for 
example Spotify and Apple ITunes do whatever the hell they want with your air-music. Well 
maybe i exaggerate things a little. But, NO. Look around. Peer out past soundcloud, look at the 
daily news about Microsoft, Amazon, Google, Apple, Facebook. And how they are moving 
toward analysing every possible definable aspect of you, your family, your pets, snooping into 
every pattern and detail of your life. In my paranoiac view, much like an invasion from the cloud, 
in some sense. Digital body snatchers that deliver and deceive with irresistible forces disguised 
by high tech adverts, bespoke for the used.  
 

Unholy Alliance 
 
On the bright side, we have a shit load of free music and movies, and pictures and intelligent 
apps, augmented reality games, mixed reality and haptic technology (gesture recognition 
software). Activist and building some cool stuff too. Meanwhile, the great old ooze slouches 
forward, the full on anti-christ (in this apocalyptic dystopian technophobic equation: program or 
be programmed) stay with me bloke, i mean to say the industrial capitalist agricultural 
entertainment military pharmaceutical 'metal giants' who permeate the entire planetary sphere, 
on the ground. Digital doomsday might have already passed around 2012, or the unholy alliance 
between the software giants and the global means to production, all the non-digital stuff, on the 
ground. The dystopian equation: Apple Amazon Google Microsoft Facebook, merging with 
military industrial entertainment agricultural pharmaceutical forces. I think you'll agree, a great 
beast, with huge head and lots of sucking tentacles.   
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Updated Utopian Dystopia 
 
Take a deep breath, what I’m about to propose are several alternatives, i mean to say, these 
decisions, to essentially cut-ties with tentacles, or digital arteries, are akin to suicide, in some 
sense. Ignorance, self immolation, a self inflicted handicap, for what? For this information 
scientist, and optimistic technophile by day, who loves the internet, shared information, and the 
possible coming together of all humanity through the smart network of resources in a sort 
of--Buckminster Fuller meets McLuhan, meets Claude Shannon, meets Robert Anton Wilson 
way--my heart sinks pondering these nightmares. But, stand up brothers and sisters, we must 
be realists! Face up to the barrel of facts pointed at our heads. Wake up mutherfooters. You 
know that optimistic future scenario? the one where we have benevolent A.I helping restore the 
planetary biosphere, we begin to reduce human conflict with an abundance of resources, 
food-clothing-shelter, plentiful entertainment, and the exploration of the omniverse together as 
one. Get to it! The stereotypical 'hippie peace and love and shared resources, for everyone' 
scenario, this fuzzy vision. This battered VISION requires some serious updating by paranoid 
dystopian realists. Why not? To pull aside the dragon’s tale and blow smoke up it's ass. 
Anarchist artist communities are in jeopardy! We acknowledge what has happened and regroup, 
rethink, and act with courage. We go darker, yet. 
 

Imagine Writing Yourself Sane 
 
Do you want to cut ties with the forces that control you? If we, you and i, dear reader, wish to 
take control. Yes, unintuitively we take a step backwards to move forwards, try to imagine every 
black mirror episode rolled into one 24 hour special on repeat every day, or every Philip K. Dick 
story playing out inside a PKD virtual metaverse. Now, put yourself in the role of protagonist, 
without going all rambo, GTA, call of duty, please, dude, have some self respect and respect for 
other beings man, let's build. I mean to say, the crux of the story, and the intersection point of 
the tale turns up where reality and the fiction meet. The 'aha moment' when YOU, and your life 
experience, merge with that of the author, and/or protagonist, the ‘wow’ of that epiphany 
moment, when the certainty that you inhabit your own private reality is shattered. Your own life, 
your private inner space of thoughts, images, desires, predictions, memories: the Jungian 
unconscious or the general psychological invisible world of inner space, increasingly loses 
agency to invading 'minibrain' services. You can write back and reclaim them, if you can nurture 
the capacity to imagine.  
 

Space Invaders 
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The smart digital networked front end of the other beast i mentioned earlier, the real 'on the 
ground' motherfucking heavy metal of cityscape reality, and certain human impacts on the 
environmental 'sludge' screen world, behaves much like a space invader. These networked 
digital A.I social networked app thingymajigs, are getting right into your melons man, and 
twisting them. I hate to say. I beg, joking aside. Check your network security. In all senses of the 
word. Stay safe out there in this hyperbolic psychedelic digitalis of being and non-being. It’s 
mighty weird these days. 
 

To Sever Pipes And Lance Arteries To Make Art 
 
Sometimes on the bus, watching people swipe away the day, i really want to reach out to them 
and turn them (you) off, obviously, for all the best of reasons. You, sitting there on the bus, in 
the car, at the airport, on the beach, everywhere, all ages, eyesdown. Man oh man. To me, the 
young and old seem more deeply engrossed due to facial expressions, clinging to the screen 
world. I want to jump up, like a real crazy motherfucker with bees in his beard and scream 'turn 
off, tune out, drop... into a world without digitally network service! i mean, come on, man, at 
least temporarily. Slit the pipes, and if you like keep a plumber handy to fix em, or slit the 
arteries, and then keep a sewing kit close by. Bye. 
 

Temporary Autonomous (From The Digital Network) Zone or TAFTDNZ   
 
We must at least build safe spaces for our children, and the unborn future generations. We have 
a responsibility to acknowledge the dangers, and almost be proactively paranoid, like great 
science fiction writers, and be brave to step through the door into a post-digital world. A world 
best described, i think, by imagining yourself anywhere on earth, without a connected device on 
your person, and, if possible, out of sight from any CCTV camera and/or sky-camera satellite 
(which is tricky if some fuckers really want to see you), google street view, here, right here you 
can find an example of what i mean. In a remote forest, or on a beach, in an ocean, or river, on 
a boat, somewhere away from the all pervasive digital networked ooze. The multi dimensional 
thing, beyond words, the great beast of the apocalypse: networked matter augmented by 
capitalist illuminati brain feeders. Can you dig it? 
 

Are Bacteria More Friendly Than Facebook? 
 
What i mean to say is. Yes, like the old cliche, get back to nature, bwoy. Strip off your god-damn 
clothes and jump in the lake. Throw your phone, or transform it into a mind-bending sculpture, 
art installation. Get off the fucking grid, get off your facebook. Unsubscribe. Unsubscribe. 
Delete. Delete. Delete. Find your connection through the soil, through the roots and fruits man, 
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find non-human companions, treat everything as if it were sentient and networked, without a 
'cloud owned by apple' a real damn cloud, up there above your head in the air, rushing up your 
nostrils, a cloud tinted by the yellow sunlight made from moisture collected from surrounding 
geographical features mixed up and made so by biological creatures. Bacteria can be way more 
friendly than facebook. 
 

Culturecide 
 
There are some people out there who have a head start in this culturecide malachy, the Amish. 
They have already started the process of digital network revolt. The great turn off movement. 
They may indeed be the most prophetic of world religions based on their strict monitoring of 
digitally networked devices. The Amish people may have arrived at a deeper and more realistic 
concern about digital devices, for different reasons, than dark social critics. Probably not yet 
fully informed of the impending digital doomsday, and the coming of the great cyber-beast of the 
apocalypse: facebook amazon google microsoft apple and the global atom’s oil and money 
mafia, rolled up into one transdimensional, great old oozing one. Please, try to think just for a 
moment, and perhaps curb your digital feasting and maybe take a break from your romance 
with the digital beast of the apocalypse: appamazooglesoftbook. Pursue your art. Everybody 
has one. Reconnect with the natural world and your biological self, both inner and outer. 
 

All Clouds Eventually Fall As Rain 
 
One general principle i hold to be true, throughout any technological social upheaval is rotation. 
The process. And the boom-bust or bubble-pop phenomena in economies, corporations and 
sadly the environment, seems like a sure bet to keep turning in the future. In nature DNA cycles 
through species, as does molecular matter and behaviour patterns, the seasons change, things 
come and go. Letting go, or being forced to let go, of some these life support systems will be a 
rough ride, and possibly feel like a trip back in time to the dark ages, at least at first. All cloud 
systems, in the super computer data-cloud sense, will inevitably be made obsolete by a superior 
technology just around the corner. All clouds will eventually fall, and be consumed by the 
circumstances of the seasons. But first, all services will be lifted up/out/down to the cloud, until 
the amount of moisture builds to a bifuricaction point, and the rain storms begin. We are kicked 
into the back of the skynet. 
 

Contradictions From A User 
 
All of the above emit a strong odor of contradiction. I have a facebook account, use Google 
every day and have apple devices and accounts, i'm considering publishing some works 
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through Amazon, and i have music published by all of these digital services providers. I must 
eat my words then. In the spirit wisdom traditions, i must make the change within myself, to see 
it outside, and before pontificating a message that i expect others to follow. The best i can leave 
you with is my favorite quote from Timothy Leary: 'think for yourself and question everything, 
especially authority". My further advice: study the art of perception, gaze upon paradox, take it 
easy out there and keep on doing what you're doing. Let’s craft a digital bloomsday rather than 
doomsday. 
 
--Steve Fly 
Amsterdam, 15/07/2017 
 

Links Into Babylon 
 
Soundcloud Smoke And Mirrors  
http://variety.com/2017/music/news/soundcloud-responds-to-techcrunch-article-claiming-it-is-al
most-out-of-money-1202494837/ 
 
Dark Euphoria - Bruce Sterling 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KWCdMuEjw4g&t=2310s 
 
Whatever Happens To Musicians - Bruce Sterling 
http://networkcultures.org/mycreativity/2014/12/03/whatever-happens-to-musicians-happens-to-
everybody-by-bruce-sterling/ 
 
Future Of VR - Kevin Kelly (Tested) - Single Metaverse - Single biggest VR world 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mYatVwjtZCs 
 
Philip K. Dick / RAW - Science Faction Authors 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_K._Dick 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robert_Anton_Wilson 
 
Future Primitive - John Zezan (narration) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HwCeA3R1Uhk 
 
Amish People  and Technology (crappy news germ piece) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hQRGo7BMZ6c 
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